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AbstractÐISO/IEC 15504 is an emerging international standard on software process assessment. It defines a number of software

engineering processes and a scale for measuring their capability. One of the defined processes is software requirements analysis

(SRA). A basic premise of the measurement scale is that higher process capability is associated with better project performance (i.e.,

predictive validity). This paper describes an empirical study that evaluates the predictive validity of SRA process capability.

Assessments using ISO/IEC 15504 were conducted on 56 projects world-wide over a period of two years. Performance measures on

each project were also collected using questionnaires, such as the ability to meet budget commitments and staff productivity. The

results provide strong evidence of predictive validity for the SRA process capability measure used in ISO/IEC 15504, but only for

organizations with more than 50 IT Staff. Specifically, a strong relationship was found between the implementation of requirements

analysis practices as defined in ISO/IEC 15504 and the productivity of software projects. For smaller organizations, evidence of

predictive validity was rather weak. This can be interpreted in a number of different ways: that the measure of capability is not suitable

for small organizations or that the SRA process capability has less effect on project performance for small organizations.

Index TermsÐSoftware process assessment, software process improvement, standards, software quality, validity, predictive validity,

requirements engineering process, requirements analysis process, empirical evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

ASSESSMENTS of software projects indicate that 80 percent
of MIS projects are at risk of creeping user require-

ments; so are 70 percent of military projects, and 45 percent

of contract or outsourced projects [44]. Moreover, a recent

survey of European software organizations identified that

more than 40 percent perceived that they had major

problems in managing customer requirements, and more

than 50 percent perceived that they had major problems in

the area of requirements specification [42]. In addition,

these were the two areas with the greatest perceived

problems out of all the surveyed areas.1 Another survey,

also conducted in Europe, identified adoption levels of

requirements engineering practices that are consistently

smaller than 60 percent, such as procedures for ensuring

appropriate levels of user/customer/marketing input

(59 percent adoption), procedures for controlling changes

to requirements, designs and documentation (58 percent

adoption), tools for requirements traceability (22 percent

adoption), and prototyping for validating requirements

(57 percent adoption) [19]. Given this state of affairs, it

would seem that further effort is necessary to improve

requirements engineering practices.

A commonly used paradigm for improving software

engineering practices, in general, is the benchmarking

paradigm [9]. This involves identifying an ªexcellentº

organization or project and documenting its practices. It is

then assumed that if a less-proficient organization or project

adopts the practices of the excellent one, it will also become

excellent. Such best practices are commonly codified in an

assessment model, such as the SW-CMM2 [81] or the

emerging ISO/IEC 15504 international standard [24]. These

assessment models also order the practices in a recom-

mended sequence of implementation, hence providing a

predefined improvement path.3

Some of these models include the requirements engi-

neering process within their scope. Hence, they define what

are believed to be best requirements engineering practices.

For instance, the SW-CMM has a Key Process Area (KPA)

on requirements management [81]. The emerging ISO/IEC

15504 international standard defines a ªdevelop software
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1. The other areas were: ªDocumentation: Software and System Test,º
ªLack of Quality System,º ªProject Management,º ªLack of Standards,º
ªSystem Analysis and Design,º ªConfiguration Managment,º ªSoftware
Installation and Support,º and ªProgram Coding.º

2. The Capability Maturity Model for software.
3. The logic of this sequencing is that this is the natural evolutionary

order in which, historically, software organizations improved [40] and that
practices early in the sequence are prerequisite foundations to ensure the
stability and optimality of practices implemented later in the sequence [81].
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requirementsº process [24].4 In addition, a maturity model

specific to requirements engineering has been defined

which includes an extensive catalog of requirements

engineering practices organized in a recommended order

of implementation [85].
Improvement following the benchmarking paradigm

almost always involves a software process assessment
(SPA).5 An SPA provides a quantitative score reflecting
the extent of an organization's or project's implementa-
tion of the best practices defined in the assessment model.
The more of these best practices that are adopted, the
higher this score is expected to be. The obtained score
provides a baseline of current implementation of best
practices, serves as a basis for making process improve-
ment investment decisions, and also provides a means of
tracking improvement efforts.6

A basic premise of this approach is that the quantitative
score from the assessment is associated with the perfor-
mance of the organization or project. Therefore, improving
the requirements engineering practices according to an
assessment model is expected to subsequently improve the
performance. This is termed the predictive validity of the
process capability score. Empirically validating the verisi-
militude of such a premise is of practical importance since
substantial process improvement investments are made by
organizations guided by the assessment models.

While there have been some correlational studies that
substantiate the above premise, these tended to evaluate
composite process capability scores across multiple
different processes, but have not provided results that
are specific to the requirements engineering process.
Therefore, thus far the relationship between the assess-
ment score and performance remains a premise that
enjoys weak empirical support for requirements engineer-
ing practices. The implication then is that it is not
possible to substantiate claims that improvement by
adopting requirements engineering practices stipulated
in the assessment models really results in performance
improvements.

In this paper, we empirically investigate the relation-
ship between the capability of the software requirements
analysis (SRA) process as defined in the emerging
ISO/IEC 15504 international standard and the perfor-
mance of software projects. The study was conducted in
the context of the SPICE Trials, which is an international
effort to empirically evaluate the emerging international
standard worldwide. To our knowledge, this is the first
study to evaluate the predictive validity of SRA process
capability using an internationally standardized measure
of process capability.

Briefly, our results indicate that for large organizations,
SRA process capability as measured in ISO/IEC 15504 is

related to project productivity. This means that improve-

ments in SRA process capability are associated with a

reduction in the cost of software projects. This is interpreted

to be due to a reduction in rework during the project.

However, no relationship was found with other measures

of performance, nor was there any relationship between

SRA process capability and any of the peformance

measures that were used for small organizations.
In the next section, we provide the background to our

study. This is followed in Section 3 with an overview of the

ISO/IEC 15504 architecture and rating scheme that was

used during our study. Section 4 details our research

method and Section 5 contains the results. We conclude the

paper in Section 6, with a discussion of our results and

directions for future research.

2 BACKGROUND

An SPA can be considered as a measurement procedure. As

with any measurement procedure, its validity must be

demonstrated before one has confidence in its use. The

validity of measurement is defined as the extent to which a

measurement procedure is measuring what it is purporting

to measure [47]. During the process of validating a

measurement procedure one attempts to collect evidence

to support the types of inferences that are to be drawn from

measurement scores.
A basic premise of SPAs is that the resultant quantitative

scores are associated with the performance of the project

and/or organization that is assessed. This premise consists

of two parts:7

. That the practices defined in the assessment model
are indeed good practices and their implementation
will therefore result in improved performance.

. That the quantitative assessment score is a true
reflection of the extent to which these practices are
implemented in the organization or project and,
therefore, projects or organizations with higher
assessment scores are likely to perform better.

Testing this premise can be considered as an evaluation of

the predictive validity of the assessment measurement

procedure [21].
In this section, we review existing theoretical and

empirical work on the measurement of SRA process

capability and the predictive validity of such measures.

However, first we present our terminology and discuss

some methodological issues in the evaluation of predictive

validity.
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4. In this paper, we only refer to the PDTR version of the ISO/IEC 15504
document set since this was the one used during our empirical study. The
PDTR version reflects one of the stages that a document has to go through
on the path to international standardization. The PDTR version is described
in detail in [24].

5. Here, we use the term ªSPAº in the general sense, not in the sense of
the SEI specific assessment method (which was also called an SPA).

6. A recent survey of sponsors of assessments indicated that baselining
process capability and tracking process improvement progress are two
important reasons for conducting an SPA [27].

7. The fact that the premise behind the use of quantitative scores from
SPAs consists of two parts means that if no empirical evidence is found to
support the basic premise, then we would not know which part is at fault.
For example, if we find that there is no relationship between the assessment
score and performance it may be because: 1) The practices are really not
good practices, but the measurement procedure is accurately measuring
their implementation; or 2) The practices are really good practices, but the
measurement procedure is not accurately measuring their implementation.
For a practical standpoint, it does not matter which of the above two
conclusions one draws since the practices and measurement procedure are
always packaged and used together.
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2.1 Terminology

In this section, we define the terminology that is used

throughout the paper. This is to avoid confusion since the

literature discusses predictive validity for different units of

analysis.
A predictive validity study typically tests the

hypothesized model shown in Fig. 1. This shows that

there is a relationship between process capability and

performance and that this relationship is dependent

upon some context factors (i.e., the relationship func-

tional form or direction may be different for different

contexts or may exist only for some contexts).
The hypothesized model can be tested for different units

of analysis [35]. The three units of analysis are the life cycle

process (e.g., the SRA process),8 the project (which could be

a composite of the capability of multiple life cycle processes

of a single project, such as SRA and design), or the

organization (which could be a composite of the capability

of the same or multiple processes across different projects).

All of the three variables in the model can be measured at

any one of these units of analysis. Therefore, in our review

of the empirical literature, we will precede each of the

variables with its unit of analysis. For example, we will refer

to SRA process capability, project process capability, SRA

performance, and project performance.9

2.2 Theoretical Basis for Validating SRA Process
Capability

Four existing models hypothesize benefits as requirements

engineering process capability is improved. These are

reviewed below.
Requirements Management is a KPA defined at Level 2

of the SW-CMM [81]. The goals of this KPA are:

. System requirements allocated to software are
controlled to establish a baseline for software
engineering and management use.

. Software plans, products, and activities are kept
consistent with the system requirements allocated to
software.

Furthermore, the Software Product Engineering KPA
defines software requirements analysis activities (namely,
activity 2) [83]. This KPA is defined at Level 3.

As organizations increase their organizational process
capability, it is hypothesized that three types of benefits will
accrue [63]:

. the differences between targeted results and actual
results will decrease across projects;

. the variability of actual results around targeted
results decreases; and

. costs decrease, development time shortens, and
productivity and quality increase.

However, these benefits are not posited only for the
requirements management KPA, but rather as a conse-
quence of implementing combinations of practices.

The emerging ISO/IEC 15504 international standard, on

the other hand, defines a set of processes, and a scale that
can be used to evaluate the capability of each process

separately [24] (details of the ISO/IEC 15504 architecture

are provided in Section 3). The initial requirements for ISO/

IEC 15504 state that an organization's assessment results

should reflect its ability to achieve productivity and/or
development cycle time goals [24]. It is not clear, however,

whether this is hypothesized for each individual process or

for combinations of processes.
Somerville and Sawyer have defined a process capability

model that is specialized for requirements engineering [85].

It is comprised of three levels: initial, repeatable, and
defined. For each level, a set of practices and guidelines are

provided which are more detailed than the corresponding

elements of the SW-CMM and ISO/IEC 15504. The purpose

of the capability model is to guide the implementation and

improvement of advanced SRA practices in industry.

Somerville and Sawyer argue that high process capability
is very likely to result in better quality of SRA results.

Although they do not explicitly relate SRA process

capability to the performance of the overall organization,

they do specify the expected benefits of implementing each

of the practices.
The Software Engineering Institute has published a so-

called Technology Reference Guide [82], which is a collection

and classification of software technologies. Its purpose is

to foster technology dissemination and transfer. Each

technology is classified according to processes in which it

can be applied (application taxonomy) and according to
qualities of software systems that can be expected as a

result of applying the technology (quality measures

taxonomy). The classifications have passed a comprehen-

sive review by a large number of software engineering

experts. This accumulated expert opinion can be used as

another theoretical source on the impact of SRA processes
on overall process performance. The technologies listed

for the process categories requirements engineering and

requirements tracing support the quality measures

effectiveness and correctness, maintainability, and
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8. One can make the distinction between organizational processes (e.g.,
the ISO/IEC 15504 ªEngineer the Businessº or ªProvide Software
Engineering Infrastructureº processes [24]) and project specific processes,
as was done in a recent study [25]. In the current study, we only focus on
the SRA process, which is a project specific processes.

9. A distinction has been made between measuring process capability, as
in ISO/IEC 15504, and measuring organizational maturity, as in the SW-
CMM [64]. According to our terminology, the SW-CMM would be
measuring organizational process capability, although the measurement
scheme may be quite different from the scheme used by another model,
such as ISO/IEC 15504.

Fig. 1. Theoretical model being tested in a predictive validity study of

process capability.
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understandability, as well as reusability. No particular

effects are stated for system performance and organiza-

tional measures (e.g., cost of ownership for the developed

system). If we include cost estimation within the scope of

software requirements analysis, then there are a number

of technologies listed that have an impact on productiv-

ity. As a conclusion from these classifications, it can be

expected that certain SRA practices have particular effects

on certain performance variables. Since process capability

is defined through the implementation of practices, some

correlation between process capability and process per-

formance can reasonably be expected.
Therefore, the existing literature does strongly suggest

that there is a relationship between SRA process capability
and performance. However, the models differ in their
definitions of ªgoodº SRA practices, in the expected
benefits that they contend will accrue from their imple-
mentation, and also the former three in their process
capability measurement schemes.

2.3 Issues in the Evaluation of Predictive Validity

Many previous empirical predictive validity studies used a

composite measure of process capability. This means that

they measured the capability of individual processes and

then these individual measures were aggregated to produce

an overall project or organizational measure. To preempt

ourselves, we show below that predictive validity studies

that use composite scores can be of the most value when the

quantitative assessment results are used for supplier

selection, but have weak utility in a process improvement

context. Since our main focus is on improving SRA

practices, this conclusion highlights the need for predictive

validity studies that do not use composite measures, even if

they include the SRA process as one of their components.
A common coefficient for the evaluation of predictive

validity, in general, is the correlation coefficient [62]. It has

also been used in the context of evaluating the predictive

validity of project and organizational process capability

measures [59], [22]. We therefore use this coefficient in our

study.
Let us assume that k different process capability

measures for k different processes have been obtained,

x1; x2; x3; . . . ; xk. We then construct a linear composite as

follows: X � x1 � x2 � x3 � . . .� xk. Therefore, X is mea-

suring overall process capability across different processes.

Further, let us assume that the criterion (performance)

variable is denoted by Y (e.g., this could be productivity)

and that we have collected data from n entities (these may

be projects or organizations, for example). Below we define

some relationships in terms of population parameters.

However, these can also be substituted with sample

estimates.
Initially, we define some general relationships. The

correlation between any two variables, a and b, can be

expressed as:

rab � �ab
�a�b

; �1�

where �ab is the covariance, and �a�b is the product of the

standard deviation of the a and b variables, respectively.
Also, note that the mean of a composite variable X can be

defined as:

�X �
P

x1 � � � � � xk� �
n

�
P
x1

n
� � � � �

P
xk
n
� �x1 � � � � � �xk:

�2�
We also need to define the variance of the X variable, which

is (using (2)):

�2
X �

X �X ÿ �X�2
n

�
X �x1 ÿ �x1� � �x2 ÿ �x2� � � � � � �xk ÿ �xk�� �2

n

�
X

�x1ÿ�x1�2������xkÿ�xk�2�2�x1ÿ�x1��x2ÿ�x2������2�xkÿ1ÿ�xkÿ1��xkÿ�xk�� �
n

�2
X � �2

1 � � � � � �2
k � 2�1�2r12 � � � � � 2�kÿ1�kr�kÿ1�k

� k��2
x � k�kÿ 1��x�x0rxx0 ;

�3�

where �2
i is the variance of component i of the X composite,

and:

��2
x �

�2
1 � � � � � �2

k

k
�4�

which is the mean of the variances of the components of the

X composite, and:

�x�x0rxx0 �
�1�2r12 � � � � � �kÿ1�kr�kÿ1�k

k�kÿ 1�=2
� � �5�

which is the mean of the k�kÿ 1�=2 covariance terms in (3),

and rxx0 is used to denote the correlation between any pair x

and x0 in the X composite.
With these preliminaries, now we can express the

relationship between the composite and the criterion in

terms of the variances and covariances of the components of

the X composite.
The correlation between the composite process capability

measure and the criterion (i.e., the predictive validity

coefficient), rXY , can be defined by:

rXY � �XY
�X�Y

: �6�

We then have:

rXY �
P

Y ÿ �Y� � �x1 ÿ �x1� � � � � � �xk ÿ �xk�� �� �
n�Y �X

� �Y 1 � � � � � �Y k
�Y �X

� �Y �1rY 1 � � � � � �Y �krY k
�Y �X

� �1rY 1 � � � � � �krY k
�X

:

�7�

If we convert all scores in the X composite into standard

score form, then their variances become equal to one (i.e.,

�1 � � � � � �k � 1) and, using (3), we can express (7) as:
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rXY � rY 1 � � � � � rY k������������������������������������������������
k��2

x � k�kÿ 1��x�x0rxx0
p

� k�rY x0���������������������������������
k� k�kÿ 1��rxx0

p
� �rY x0���������������������������������

1=k� �kÿ1�
k

� �
�rxx0

r ;

�8�

where �rY x0 is the average of the correlation coefficients

between each of the components of the X composite and the

criterion variable and �rxx0 is the average of the correlation

coefficients between pairs of components making up the X

composite.
Equation (8) tells us some interesting characteristics of

the predictive validity coefficient between a process cap-

ability composite and some criterion variable. We explain

these with reference to Fig. 2.

. In general, the larger the number of components in
the X composite, the greater the predictive validity
coefficient will be. Although this tends to plateau,
there is still a slight increase. This means that the
more processes that are included in a process
capability composite measure, the greater the
predictive validity, by definition.10

. As can be seen in Fig. 2a, as the average inter-
component correlation (�rxx0 ) decreases, the predic-
tive validity coefficient increases. This means that,

by combining process capability scores that are
measuring different processes that are not related
to each other, one is effectively increasing pre-
dictive validity.

. As can be seen in Fig. 2b, as the average correlation
between each of the components and the criterion
(�rY x0 ) increases, so does the predictive validity
coefficient. This means that if only one of the process
capability measures in a composite is strongly
related to the criterion, and all of the others have a
weak relationship, the average correlation could still
be large enough to give an overall high predictive
validity coefficient. Therefore, studies that demon-
strate a nontrivial relationship between the compo-
site and the criterion only tell us that there are some
process capability measures (or even only one) in the
composite that are related with the criterion. It by no
means tells us that all of the measures of process
capability in the composite are strongly related to
the criterion. Furthermore, since it is a composite, we
do not know which one of its components is strongly
associated with the criterion.

We now define two contexts where process capability
measures can be used: a capability determination context
and a software process improvement context.

In a capability determination context the assessment
scores are used to select suppliers. In a crude implementa-
tion, one selects the supplier with the highest process
capability. In a more refined implementation of the decision
process (e.g., see [11]), one uses the process capability
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Fig. 2. The two panels above show the behavior of the predictive validity coefficient as a function of the number of components in the X composite
(k) as it varies up to 100. The plots in panel (a) are for �rY x0 fixed at 0:5, and �rxx0 varies as follows: Plot R1 is for �rxx0 � 0:25, Plot R2 is for �rxx0 � 0:5,
Plot R3 is for �rxx0 � 0:75. The plots in panel (b) are for �rxx0 fixed at 0:5, and �rY x0 varies as follows: Plot R4 is for �rY x0 � 0:25, Plot R5 is for �rY x0 � 0:5,
Plot R6 is for �ryx0 � 0:75.

10. This assumes that additional process capability measures will
maintain the same average intercomponent correlation and the same
average correlation with the criterion.
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score(s) as only one input, albeit it may be weighted
heavily.

The primary interest in a capability determination
context is in a process capability measure that is mono-
tonically related with performance. It does not really matter
how this process capability measure is composed as long as
it is a good predictor of performance. To achieve this,
according to (8), one should include many processes in a
composite process capability measure, they ought to be as
different as possible (i.e., with low intercorrelations), and
each one is highly related with performance.

If nontrivial evidence of predictive validity is found, then
this has achieved the purpose. We can use the composite as
an indicator of performance and select the supplier with the
largest composite process capability. However, this, at best,
only indicates that there is something in that composite that
is associated with the criterion (not that the capability of all
the processes in the composite are related to the criterion).11

While this may be acceptable when selecting a supplier, it is
not sufficient in a process improvement context, where one
also desires to be able to identify specific processes that
ought to be improved. Given that substantial investments
are made based on the stipulations of assessment models,
such evidence is not actually very useful, in a practical
sense, for process improvement.12

Since, in the context of process improvement it is
individual processes that are improved, it is important to
demonstrate predictive validity for capability measures of
individual processes. Consequently, demonstrating predic-
tive validity for a composite measure does not necessarily
provide evidence of predictive validity of its individual
process capability measures, as demonstrated above. This
argument then provides a context for the empirical
literature review that follows.

2.4 Evidence of the Predictive Validity of SRA
Process Capability

To our knowledge, no empirical evidence exists supporting
the predictive validity of SRA process capability measures
as defined by Sommerville and Sawyer nor as defined in
ISO/IEC 15504. The Technology Reference Guide is based
largely on expert judgement. Nevertheless, there have been

studies of predictive validity based on the SW-CMM and
other models. The following review indicates that, of the
previous validation studies that incorporate the SRA
process or SRA practices within their scope they utilized
composite measures and the remaining studies that
considered individual process did not include the SRA
process within their scope.

Two classes of empirical studies have been conducted
and reported thus far: case studies and correlational studies
[35]. Case studies describe the experiences of a single
organization (or a small number of selected organizations)
and the benefits it gained from increasing its process
capability. Case studies are most useful for showing that
there are organizations that have benefited from increased
process capability. Examples of these are reported in [41],
[38], [17], [18], [92], [2], [57], [8], [54] (also see [49] for a
recent review). However, in this context, case studies have a
methodological disadvantage that makes it difficult to
generalize the results from a single case study or even a
small number of case studies. Case studies tend to suffer
from a selection bias because:

. Organizations that have not shown any process
improvement or have even regressed will be highly
unlikely to publicize their results, so case studies
tend to show mainly success stories (e.g., all the
references to case studies above are success stories);
and

. The majority of organizations do not collect
objective process and product data (e.g., on defect
levels or even keep accurate effort records). Only
organizations that have made improvements and
reached a reasonable level of maturity will have
the actual objective data to demonstrate improve-
ments (in productivity, quality, or return on
investment). Therefore, failures and nonmovers
are less likely to be considered as viable case
studies due to the lack of data.

With correlational studies, one collects data from a
number of organizations or projects and investigates
relationships between process capability and performance
statistically. Correlational studies are useful for showing
whether a general association exists between increased
capability and performance, and under what conditions.

There have been a few correlational studies in the past
that evaluated the predictive validity of various process
capability measures. For example, Goldenson and Herbsleb
[34] evaluated the relationship between SW-CMM capabil-
ity scores and organizational performance measures. They
surveyed individuals whose organizations have been
assessed against the SW-CMM. The authors evaluated the
benefits of higher process capability using subjective
measures of performance. Organizations with higher cap-
ability tend to perform better on the following dimensions
(respondents chose either the ªexcellentº or ªgoodº
response categories when asked to characterize their
organization's performance on these dimensions): ability
to meet schedule, product quality, staff productivity,
customer satisfaction, and staff morale. The relationship
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11. To make the point more concrete, let us assume that we have five
process capability measures in the X composite and that the average
intercomponent correlation (�rxx0 ) is 0:3. Further, let us say that a predictive
validity study found the correlation between the composite and the
performance variable to be 0:6 (rXY ). What does this tell us? The predictive
validity coefficient rXY is certainly of a respectable magnitude. Using (8),
we can calculate that the average correlation between each of the
components of the composite and the criterion (�rY x0 ) is 0:39. Consider a
situation where only one of the components of the composite has a
correlation of 0:95 with the criterion and the remaining four components
have a correlation of 0:25 with the criterion. This gives a correlation of 0:95
with the criterion, and the remaining four components have a correlation of
0:25 with the criterion. This gives a �rY x0 of 0:39! In such a case, only one
process capability measure within the component had quite a large
correlation with performance and the others had a rather small correlation,
but the overall correlation of the composite with the criterion was
respectable and indicative of good predictive validity. Therefore, a high
composite correlation is not an indicator that each of its components is
equally, nor highly correlated with the criterion. In fact, in this case, only
one of the components had a high correlation with the criterion.

12. Consider telling a sponsor of an assessment that they should invest in
improving five processes because we have evidence that at least one of
them is useful, but not necessarily all of them, and that we do not know
which one.
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with the ability to meet budget commitments was not found
to be statistically significant.

A more recent study considered the relationship between
the implementation of the SW-CMM KPA's and delivered
defects (after correcting for size and personnel capability)
[50]. They found evidence that increasing process capability
is negatively associated with delivered defects. Another
correlational study investigated the benefits of moving up
the maturity levels of the SW-CMM [28], [53]. They
obtained data from historic U.S. Air Force contracts. Two
measures were considered: 1) cost performance index,
which evaluates deviations in actual vs. planned project
cost, and 2) schedule performance index, which evaluates
the extent to which schedule has been over/underrun.
Generally, the results show that higher maturity projects
approach on-target cost, and on-target schedule. McGarry
et al., [59] investigated the relationship between assessment
scores using an adaptation of the SW-CMM process cap-
ability measures and project performance for 15 projects
within a single organization. They did not find strong
evidence of predictive validity, although they were all in
the expected direction. Clark [10] investigated the relation-
ship between satisfaction of SW-CMM goals and software
project effort, after correcting for other factors such as size
and personnel experience. His results indicate that the more
KPAs are implemented, the less effort is consumed on
projects. Jones presents the results of an analysis on the
benefits of moving up the 7-level maturity scale of Software
Productivity Research (SPR) Inc.'s proprietary model [46],
[45]. This data was collected from SPR's clients. His results
indicate that, as organizations move from Level 0 to Level 6
on the model, they witness (compound totals): 350 percent
increase in productivity, 90 percent reduction in defects,
70 percent reduction in schedules.

One can argue that the above studies provide ample
evidence as to the predictive validity of process capability
measures, although one study did not demonstrate that (the
McGarry et al. study [59]). They all considered the SRA
process in the composite measure of process capability or
elements thereof. However, since these studies used
composite measures of process capability, it is not possible
to determine whether SRA process capability is related to
performance and, if so, which specific performance mea-
sure(s) the SRA process capability is associated with.

Deephouse et al. evaluated the relationship between
individual processes and project performance (as opposed
to a composite across multiple processes) [16]. As would be
expected, they found that evidence of predictive validity
depends on the particular performance measure that is
considered. However, this study did not focus specifically
on the SRA process. One study, by El Emam and Madhavji
[22], evaluated the relationship between four dimensions of
organizational process capability and the success of the
requirements engineering process. Evidence of predictive
validity was found for only one dimension. However, the
organizational process capability dimensions were not
specific to the SRA process.

There have been empirical investigations of specific SRA
practices. Most notable is the literature on the benefits of
user participation during the early phases of the life cycle

and its effects on project and organizational performance,
for example, [30], [48], [61]. Another study investigated the
effects of user participation in the requirements engineering
process on the performance of the requirements engineer-
ing process itself [23]. Such studies are useful for identifying
practices that are potentially beneficial to implement,
however, they do not address the issue of the capability
of the whole of the SRA process.

As can be seen from the above review, no evidence exists
that demonstrates the relationship between the capability of
the SRA process and the performance of software projects.
This means that we cannot substantiate claims that
improving the capability of the SRA process will lead to
any improvement in project performance and we cannot be
specific about which performance measures will be
affected. Hence, the rationale for the current study.

2.5 Moderating Effects

A recent review of the empirical literature on software
process assessments noted that existing evidence suggests
that the extent to which a project's or organization's
performance improves due to the implementation of good
software engineering practices (i.e., increasing process
capability) is dependent on the context [26]. This highlights
the need to consider the project and/or organizational
context in predictive validity studies.

In our current study, we consider the size of the organiza-
tion as a context factor. This is not claimed to be the only
context factor thatought tobeconsidered,but isonlyoneof the
important ones that has been mentioned repeatedly in the
literature. In general, it has been noted that the overall
evidenceremainsequivocal as towhich context factors should
be considered in predictive validity studies [26].

Previous studies provide inconsistent results about the
effect of organizational size. For example, there have been
some concerns that the implementation of some of the
practices in the CMM, such as a separate Quality
Assurance function and formal documentation of policies
and procedures, would be too costly for small organiza-
tions [6]. Therefore, the implementation of certain
processes or process management practices may not be
as cost-effective for small organizations as for large ones.
However, a moderated analysis of the relationship
between capability and requirements engineering process
success [26] (using the data set originally used in [22])
found that organizational size does not affect predictive
validity. This result is consistent with that found in [34]
for organization size and [16] for project size, but is at
odds with the findings from [6].

To further confuse the issue, an earlier investigation [55]
studied the relationship between the extent to which
software development processes are standardized and
MIS success.13 It was found that standardization of life
cycle processes was associated with MIS success in smaller
organizations, but not in large ones. This is in contrast to the
findings cited above. Therefore, it is not clear if and how
organization size moderates the benefits of process and the
implementation of process management practices.
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13. Process standardization is a recurring theme in process capability
measures.
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We therefore explicitly consider organizational size as a

factor in our study to identify if the predictive validity

results are different for different sized organizations.

2.6 Measures of Project Performance

To maintain comparability with previous studies, we

define project performance in a similar manner. In the

Goldenson and Herbsleb study [34], performance was

defined in terms of six variables: customer satisfaction,

ability to meet budget commitments, ability to meet

schedule commitments, product quality, staff productivity,

and staff morale/job satisfaction. We use these six

variables, except that product quality is changed to

ªability to satisfy specified requirements.º We therefore

define project performance in terms of the six variables

summarized in Table 1. Deephouse et al. [16] consider

software quality (defined as match between system

capabilities and user requirements, ease of use, and extent

of rework) and meeting targets (defined as within budget

and on schedule). One can argue that if ªease of useº is
not in the requirements, then it ought not be a

performance criterion, therefore we can consider it as
being a component of satisfying specified requirements.
Extent of rework can also be considered as a component

of productivity since one would expect productivity to
decrease with an increase in rework. Therefore, these

performance measures are congruent with our perfor-
mance measures and it is clear that they represent

important performance criteria for software projects.

3 OVERVIEW OF THE ISO/IEC PDTR 15504
RATING SCHEME

3.1 The Architecture

The architecture of ISO/IEC 15504 is two-dimensional, as
shown in Fig. 3. One dimension consists of the processes

that are actually assessed (the Process dimension) that are
grouped into five categories. The second dimension consists
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TABLE 1
Study Criterion Variables

These were evaluated for every project. The question was worded as follows: ªHow would you judge the process performance on the following
characteristics...º The response categories were: ªExcellent,º ªGood,º ªFair,º ªPoor,º and ªDon't Know.º

Fig. 3. An overview of the ISO/IEC 15504 two-dimensional architecture.
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of the capability scale that is used to evaluate the process

capability (the Capability dimension). The same capability

scale is used across all processes. The software require-

ments analysis process is defined in the Engineering

process category in the Process dimension.
During an assessment, it is not necessary to assess all the

process in the process dimension. Indeed, an organization

can scope an assessment to cover only the subset of processes

that are relevant for its business objectives. Therefore, not all

organizations that conduct an assessment based on ISO/IEC

15504 will cover the requirements analysis process.
In ISO/IEC 15504, there are five levels of capability that

can be rated, from Level 1 to Level 5. A Level 0 is also

defined, but this is not rated directly. These six levels are
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TABLE 2
Overview of the Capability Levels and Attributes
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shown in Table 2. In Level 1, one attribute is directly rated.
There are two attributes in each of the remaining four levels.
The attributes are also shown in Table 2 (also see [24]).

The rating scheme consists of a 4-point achievement scale
for each attribute. The four points are designated as F, L, P,
N for Fully Achieved, Largely Achieved, Partially Achieved, and
Not Achieved. A summary of the definition for each of these
response categories is given in Table 3.

The unit of rating in an ISO/IEC PDTR 15504 process

assessment is the process instance. A process instance is

defined as a singular instantiation of a process that is

uniquely identifiable and about which information can be

gathered in a repeatable manner [24].

The scope of an assessment is an Organizational Unit

(OU) [24]. An OU deploys one or more processes that have

a coherent process context and operates within a coherent

set of business goals. The characteristics that determine the

coherent scope of activityÐthe process contextÐinclude the

application domain, the size, the criticality, the complexity,

and the quality characteristics of its products or services. An

OU is typically part of a larger organization, although, in a

small organization, the OU may be the whole organization.

An OU may be, for example, a specific project or set of

(related) projects, a unit within an organization focused on a

specific life cycle phase (or phases), or a part of an

organization responsible for all aspects of a particular

product or product set.

3.2 Measuring SRA Process Capability

In ISO/IEC 15504, SRA is embodied in the Develop software

requirements process. Requirements elicitation is covered by

a different process and, therefore, is not within the scope of

our study. The purpose of the Develop software requirements

process is to establish the requirements of the software

component of the system. As a result of successful

implementation of this process:

. The requirements allocated to software components
of the system and their interfaces will be defined to
match the customer's stated and implied needs;

. Analyzed, correct, and testable software require-
ments will be developed;

. The impact of software requirements on the operat-
ing environment will be understood;

. A relevant software release strategy will be devel-
oped that defines the priority for implementing
software requirements;

. The software requirements will be approved and
updated as needed; and

. The software requirements will be communicated to
all affected parties.

One of the ISO/IEC 15504 documents contains an exemplar

assessment model (known as Part 5). This provides further

details of how to rate the SRA process. Almost all of the

assessments that were part of our study used Part 5 directly

and those that did not used models that are based on Part 5,

therefore, a discussion of the guidance for rating the SRA

process in Part 5 is relevant here.
Basic practices that should exist to indicate that the

purpose of the SRA process has been achieved are:

. Specify Software Requirements: Determine and
analyze requirements of the software components
of the system and document in a software require-
ments specification.

. Determine Operating Environment Impact: Deter-
mine the interfaces between the software require-
ments and other components of the operating
environment14 and the impact that the requirements
will have.

. Evaluate Requirements with Customer: Commu-
nicate the software requirements to the customer
and based on what is learned through this commu-
nication, revise if necessary.

. Determine Release Strategy: Prioritize the software
requirements and map them to future releases of the
software.

. Update Requirements for Next Iteration: After
completing an iteration of requirements, design,
code, and test, use the feedback obtained from use
to modify the requirements for the next iteration.

. Communicate Software Requirements: Establish
communication mechanisms for dissemination of
software requirements and updates to requirements
to all parties who will be using them.
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TABLE 3
The Four-Point Attribute Rating Scale

14. The operating enviroment includes tasks performed by, or other
systems used by, the intended users of the software product.
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For higher capabilities, a number of Management Practices
have to be evaluated to determine the rating. For each of the
attributes in levels 2 and 3, the management practices are
summarized below. We do not consider levels above 3
because we do not include higher level ratings within our
study.

3.2.1 Performance Management Attribute

The extent to which the execution of the process is managed

to produce work products within stated time and resource

requirements.

. In order to achieve this capability, a process needs
to have time and resources requirements stated
and produce work products within the stated
requirements.

. The related Management Practices are shown in
Table 4.

3.2.2 Work Product Management Attribute

The extent to which the execution of the process is managed

to produce work products that are documented and

controlled and that meet their functional and nonfunctional

requirements, in line with the work product quality goals of

the process.

. In order to achieve this capability, a process needs
to have stated functional and nonfunctional
requirements, including integrity, for work pro-
ducts and to produce work products that fulfill
the stated requirements.

. The related Management Practices are shown in
Table 5.

3.2.3 Process Definition Attribute

The extent to which the execution of the process uses a
process definition based upon a standard process that
enables the process to contribute to the defined business
goals of the organization.

. In order to achieve this capability, a process needs to

be executed according to a standard process defini-

tion that has been suitably tailored to the needs of

the process instance. The standard process needs to
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TABLE 6
Process Definition AttributeÐManagement Practices

TABLE 4
Performance Management AttributeÐManagement Practices

TABLE 5
Product Management AttributeÐManagement Practices
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be capable of supporting the stated business goals of

the organization.
. The related Management Practices are shown in

Table 6.

3.2.4 Process Resource Attribute

The extent to which the execution of the process uses

suitable skilled human resources and process infrastructure

effectively to contribute to the defined business goals of the

organization.

. In order to achieve this capability, a process needs to
have adequate human resources and process infra-
structure available that fulfill stated needs to execute
the defined process.

. The related Management Practices are shown in
Table 7.

4 RESEARCH METHOD

4.1 Approaches to Evaluating Predictive Validity in
Correlational Studies

Correlational approaches to evaluating the predictive valid-
ity of a process capability measure can be classified by the
manner in which the variables are measured. Table 8 shows a
classification of approaches. The columns indicate the
manner in which the criterion is measured. The rows indicate
the manner in which the process capability is measured. The
criterion can be measured using a questionnaire, whereby,
data on the perceptions of experts are collected. It can also be
measured through a measurement program. For example, if
our criterion is defect density of delivered software products,
then this could be measured through an established
measurement program that collects data on defects found
in the field. Process capability can also be measured through
a questionnaire, whereby, data on the perceptions of experts
on the capability of their processes are collected. Alterna-

tively, actual assessments can be performed which are a more

rigorous form of measurement.15

Conducting a study where capability is measured

through an assessment and the criterion is measured

through a measurement program provides for more

rigour.16 However, as also indicated in Table 8, assessments

are more costly and studies that utilize data from a

measurement program will almost always be conducted

within a single organization, hence reducing the general-

izability of their results. Therefore, the selection of a

quadrant in Table 8 is a trade-off among cost, measurement

rigor, and generalizability.
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TABLE 8
Different Correlational Approaches for Evaluating Predictive Validity

TABLE 7
Process Resource AttributeÐManagement Practices

15. ªMore rigorousº is intended to mean with greater reliability and
construct validity.

16. A difficulty with this approach is that the majority of organizations
do not collect objective process and product data (e.g., on defect levels, or
even keep accurate effort records). Organizations following the bench-
marking paradigm do not necessarily have measurement programs in place
to provide the necessary data. Primarily, organizations that have made
improvements and reached a reasonable level of process capability will
have the actual objective data to demonstrate improvements (in productiv-
ity, quality, or return on investment). This assertion is supported by the
results in [7] where, in general, it was found that organizations at low SW-
CMM maturity levels are less likely to collect quality data (such as the
number of development defects). Also, the same authors found that
organizations tend to collect more data as their CMM maturity levels rise. It
was also reported in another survey [74] that, for 300 measurement
programs started since 1980, less that 75 were considered successful in 1990,
indicating a high mortaility rate for measurement programs. This high
mortaility rate indicates that it may be difficult right now to find many
organizations that have implemented measurement programs.

This means that organizations or projects with low process capability
would have to be excluded from a correlational study. Such an exclusion
would reduce the variation in the performance measure and, thus, reduce
(artificially) the validity coefficients. Therefore, correlational studies that
utilize objective performance measures are inherently in greater danger of
not finding significant results, especially if the data is collected across
multiple organizations.

Another difficulty is to ensure that the performance measures are
defined and measured consistently across multiple organizations. For
example, the definition of a defect would be the same in measures of defect
density.
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Many previous studies that evaluated the relationship
between process capability (or organizational maturity) and
the performance of projects tended to be in quadrant Q1, for
example, [34], [16], [10]. These studies have the advantage
that they can be conducted across multiple projects and
across multiple organizations and, hence, can produce more
generalizable conclusions.

A more recent study evaluated the relationship between
questionnaire responses on implementation of the SW-
CMM KPAs and defect density [50] and this would be
placed in quadrant Q2. However, this study was conducted
across multiple projects within a single organization,
reducing its generalizability compared with studies con-
ducted across multiple organizations.

Our current study can be placed in quadrant Q3 since we
use process capability measures from actual assessments,
and questionnaires for evaluating project performance. This
retains the advantage of studies in quadrant Q1 since it is
conducted across multiple projects in multiple organiza-
tions, but utilizes a more rigorous measure of process
capability. Similarly, the study of Jones can be considered to
be in this quadrant [45], [46].17

Studies in quadrant Q4 are likely to have the same
limitations as studies in quadrant Q2: being conducted
across multiple projects within the same organization. For
instance, the study of McGarry et. al. was conducted within
a single company [59] and the AFIT study was conducted
with contractors of the U.S. Air Force [28], [53].

Therefore, the different types of studies that can be
conducted in practice have different advantages and
disadvantages and predictive validity studies have been
conducted in the past that populate all four quadrants. It is
reasonable then to encourage studies in all four quadrants.

Consistency in the results across correlational studies that
use the four approaches would increase the weight of
evidence supporting the predictive validity hypothesis.

4.2 Source of Data

The data that was used for this study was obtained from
Phase 2 of the SPICE Trials. During the trials, organizations
contribute their assessment ratings data to an international
trials database located in Australia and also fill up a series
of questionnaires after each assessment. The questionnaires
collect information about the organization and about the
assessment. There is a network of SPICE Trials coordinators
around the world who interact directly with the assessors
and the organizations conducting the assessments. This
interaction involves ensuring that assessors are qualified,
making questionnaires available, answering queries about
the questionnaires, and following up to ensure the timely
collection of data.

At the time of writing a total of 70 assessments had
been conducted. The distribution of assessments by
region is given in Table 9.18 In total, 691 process instances
were assessed. Since more than one assessment may have
occurred in a particular OU (e.g., multiple assessments,
each one looking at a different set of processes), a total of
44 OUs were assessed. Their distribution by region is
given in Table 10.

4.3 Data Analysis

4.3.1 Measurement

A previous study had identified that the capability scale of
ISO/IEC 15504 is two-dimensional [20]. The first dimen-
sion, which was termed ªProcess Implementation,º consists
of the first three levels. The second dimension, which was
termed ªQuantitative Process Management,º consists of
Levels 4 and 5. It was also found that these two dimensions
are congruent with the manner in which assessments are
conducted in practice: Either only the ªProcess Implemen-
tationº dimension is rated or both dimensions are rated
(recall that it is not required to rate at all five levels in an
ISO/IEC 15504 assessment).

In our data set, 36 percent of the SRA processes were not
rated on the ªQuantitative Process Managementº dimen-
sion. If we exclude all processes with this rating missing,
then we lose a substantial proportion of our observations.
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TABLE 9
Distribution of Assessments by Region

17. Since it is difficult to find low maturity organizations with objective
data on effort and defect levels, and since there are few high maturity
organizations, Jones' data relies on the reconstruction of, at least, effort data
from memory, as noted in [44]: ªThe SPR approach is to ask the project team
to reconstruct the missing elements from memory.º The rationale for that is
stated as ªthe alternative is to have null data for many important topics, and
that would be far worse.º The general approach is to show staff a set of
standard activities and then ask them questions, such as, which ones they
used and whether they put in any unpaid overtime during the performance
of these activities. For defect levels, the general approach is to do a
matching between companies that do not measure their defects with similar
companies that do measure and then extrapolate for those that do not
measure. It should be noted that SPR does have a large database of project
and organizational data, which makes this kind of matching defensible.
However, since at least some of the criterion measures are not collected
from measurement programs, we place this study in the same category as
those that utilize questionnaires.

18. Within the SPICE Trials, assessments are coordinated within each of
the five regions, shown in Table 10.
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Therefore, we limit ourselves in the current study to the first
dimension only.

To construct a single measure of ªProcess Implementa-
tion,º we code an ªFº rating as 4, down to a 1 for an
ªNº rating. Subsequently, we construct an unweighted sum
of the attributes at the first three levels of the capability
scale. This is a common approach for the construction of
summated rating scales [60].

The performance measures were collected through a
questionnaire. The respondent to the questionnaire was the
sponsor of the assessment, who should be knowledgable
about the projects that were assessed. In cases where the
sponsor was not able to respond, he/she delegated the task
to a project manager or senior technical person who
completed the questionnaire. The responses were coded
such that the ªExcellentº response category is 1, down to
the ªPoorº response category, which was coded 4. The
ªDon't Knowº responses were treated as missing values.
The implication of this coding scheme is that all investi-
gated relationships are hypothesized to be negative.

4.3.2 Evaluating the Relationships

We follow a two stage analysis procedure. During the
first stage, we determine whether the association between
ªProcess Implementationº of the SRA process and each of
the performance measures is ªclinically significant.º This
is done using the Pearson product moment correlation
coefficient. This means that it has a magnitude that is
sufficiently large. If it is, then we test the statistical
significance of the association. The logic of this is
explained below.

It is known that, with a sufficiently large sample size,
even very small associations can be statistically significant.
Therefore, it is also of importance to consider the magnitude
of a relationship to determine whether it is large. Cohen has
provided some general guidelines for interpreting the
magnitude of the correlation coefficient [13]. We consider
ªmediumº sized (i.e., r � 0:3) correlations as the minimal
magnitude that is worthy of consideration. The logic behind
this choice is that of elimination. If we take ªsmallº
association (i.e., r � 0:1) as the minimal worthy of con-
sideration, we may be being too liberal and giving credit to
weak associations that are not congruent with the broad
claims made for the predictive validity of assessment
scores. Using a ªlargeº association (i.e., r � 0:5) as the
minimal value worthy of consideration may place a too
high expectation on the predictive validity of assessment

scores; recall that many other factors are expected to
influence the success of a software project apart from the
capability of the SRA process.

For statistical significance testing, we perform an
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression:

PERF � a_ � Q̂� CAP
� �

; �9�

where PERF is the performance measure according to
Table 1 and CAP is the ªProcess Implementationº
dimension of process capability. We test whether the Q̂
regression coefficient is different from zero. If there is
sufficient evidence that it is (we define sufficient evidence
in Section 4.3.4), then we claim that CAP is associated
with PERF . The above model is constructed separately
for each of the performance measures.

4.3.3 Scale Type Assumption

According to some authors, one of the assumptions of the
OLS regression model (e.g., see [4]) is that all the variables
should be measured at least on an interval scale. This
assumption is based on the mapping originally developed
by Stevens [88] between scale types and ªpermissibleº
statistical procedures. In our context, this raises two
questions. First, what are the levels of our measurement
scales? Second, to what extent can the violation of this
assumption have an impact on our results?

The scaling model that is used in the measurement of
the process capability construct is the summative model
[60]. This consists of a number of subjective measures on
a 4-point scale that are summed up to produce an overall
measure of the construct. Some authors state that
summative scaling produces interval level measurement
scales [60], while others argue that this leads to ordinal
level scales [32]. In general, however, our process
capability is expected to occupy the gray region between
ordinal and interval level measurement.

Our criterion measures utilized a single item each. In
practice, single item measures are treated as if they are
interval in many instances. For example, in the construction
and empirical evaluation of the User Information Satisfac-
tion instrument, inter-item correlations, and principal
components analysis are commonly performed [43].

It is also useful to note a study by Spector [86] that
indicated that whether scales used have equal or unequal
intervals does not actually make a practical difference. In
particular, the mean of responses from using scales of the
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TABLE 10
Distriubtion of Assessed OUs by Region
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two types do not exhibit significant differences and that the
test-retest reliabilities (i.e., consistency of questionnaire
responses when administered twice over a period of time)
of both types of scales are both high and very similar. He
contends, however, that scales with unequal intervals are
more difficult to use, but that respondents conceptually
adjust for this.

Given the proscriptive nature of Stevens' mapping, the
permissible statistics for scales that do not reach an
interval level are distribution-free (or nonparametric)
methods (as opposed to parametric methods, of which
multiple regression is one) [80]. Such a broad proscription
is viewed by Nunnally and Bernstein as being ªnarrowº
and would exclude much useful research [62]. Further-
more, studies that investigated the effect of data
transformations on the conclusions drawn from para-
metric methods (e.g., F ratios and t tests) found little
evidence supporting the proscriptive viewpoint [52], [51],
[1]. Suffice it to say that the issue of the validity of the
above proscription is, at best, debatable. As noted by
many authors, including Stevens himself, the basic point
is that of pragmatism: Useful research can still be
conducted even if, strictly speaking, the proscriptions
are violated [88], [4], [33], [91]. A detailed discussion of
this point and the literature that supports our argument is
given in [5].

4.3.4 Multiple Hypothesis Testing

Since we are performing multiple hypotheses testing (i.e.,
for each one of the regression models), it is plausible that
many Q̂ regression coefficients will be found to be
statistically significant since the more null hypothesis tests
that one performs, the greater the probability of finding
statistically significant results by chance. We therefore use a
Bonferonni adjusted alpha level when performing signifi-
cance testing [65]. We set our overall alpha level to be 0.1.

4.3.5 Organization Size Context

It was noted earlier that the relationships may be of
different magnitudes for small vs. large organizations. We
therefore perform the analysis separately for small and
large organizations. Our definition of size is the number of
IT staff within the OU. We dichotomize this IT staff size into
SMALL and LARGE organizations, whereby small is equal
to or less than 50 IT staff. This is the same definition of small
organizations that has been used in a European project that
is providing process improvement guidance for small
organizations [87].

4.3.6 Reliability of Measures

It is known that lack of reliability in measurement can
attenuate bivariate relationships [62]. It is, therefore,
important to evaluate the reliability of our subjective
measures and, if applicable, make corrections to the
correlation coefficient that take into account reliability.

In another related scientific discipline, namely Manage-
ment Information Systems (MIS), researchers tend to report
the Cronbach alpha coefficient [14] most frequently [89].
Also, it is considered by some researchers to be the most
important reliability estimation approach [79]. This coeffi-
cient evaluates a certain type of reliability, called internal

consistency, and has been used in the past to evaluate the
reliability of the ISO/IEC 15504 capability scale [20], [31].
We also calculate the Cronbach alpha coefficient for the
SRA process capability measure.

In our study, we do not incorporate corrections for
attenuation due to less than perfect reliability, however. As
suggested in [62], it is preferable to use the unattenuated
correlation coefficient since this reflects the predictive
validity of the process capability measure that will be used
in actual practice (i.e., in practice it will have less than
perfect reliability).

4.3.7 Multiple Imputation

In the performance measures that we used (see Table 1),
there were some missing values. Missing values are due to
respondents not providing an answer on all or some of the
performance questions or they selected the ªDon't Knowº
response category. Ignoring the missing values and only
analyzing the completed data subset can provide mislead-
ing results [58]. We therefore employ the method of
multiple imputation to fill in the missing values repeatedly.
Multiple imputation is a preferred approach to handling
missing data problems in that it provides for proper
estimates of parameters and their standard errors.

The basic idea of multiple imputation is that one
generates a vector of size M for each value that is missing.
Therefore, an nmis �M matrix is constructed, where nmis is
the number of missing values. Each column of this matrix is
used to construct a complete data set, hence, one ends up
with M complete data sets. Each of these data sets can be
analyzed using complete-data analysis methods. The M
analyses are then combined into one final result. Typically a
value for M of 3 is used and this provides for valid
inference [73]. Although, to err on the conservative side,
some studies have utilized an M of 5 [90], which is the value
that we use.

For our analysis, the two parameters of interest are the
correlation coefficient, r; and the Q̂ parameter of the
regression model. Furthermore, we are interested in the
standard error of Q̂, which we shall denote as

����
U
p

, in order
to test the null hypothesis that it is equal to zero. After
calculating these values for each of the five data sets, they
can be combined to give an overall r value, �r, an overall
value for Q̂, �Q, and its standard error

����
T
p

. Procedures for
performing this computation are detailed in [70] and
summarized in [73]. In Section 7, we describe the multiple
imputation approach in general, its rationale, and how we
operationalized it for our specific study.

4.3.8 Summary of Data Analysis Method

The following steps summarize our data analysis method:

. Calculate the Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient.

. Generate five complete data sets using multiple
imputation.

. For each of the imputed data sets, build a regression
model, as defined in (9), for each OU size.

. Combine the results of the five regression models
into one result.

. Interpret the results according to the guidelines in
Section 4.3.2 and using the Bonferonni adjustment.
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5 RESULTS

5.1 Description of Projects and Assessments

In this section, we present some descriptive statistics on
the projects that were assessed, and on the assessments
themselves. In the SPICE Phase 2 trials, a total of
44 organizations participated. Their business sector
distribution is summarized in Fig. 4. As can be seen,
the most frequently occurring categories are Defense, IT
Products and Services, and Software Development orga-
nizations.

Fig. 5 shows the distributions for those 29 organizations
that assessed the SRA process. While the three most
frequent categories in Fig. 4 are still the most frequent in
Fig. 5, organizations in the Finance, Banking, and Insurance
business sector also tend to have a relatively high presence
in this subset.

Of the 29 OUs, they were distributed by country as
follows: Australia (10), Singapore (1), Canada (1), Germany
(2), Italy (1), France (2), Spain (2), Turkey (1), Luxemburg
(3), South Africa (4), Hungary (1), and Japan (1). Of these, 14
were not ISO 9001 registered and 15 were ISO 9001
registered.

In total, the SRA process from 56 projects within the 29
OUs assessed their SRA process. Fig. 6 shows the variation
in the number of projects that were assessed in each OU.
The median value is two projects assessed within a single
OU, although, clearly, some OUs had up to eight projects

assessed. Since more than one project can be within the

scope of a single assessment, 35 different assessments were

conducted.
The distribution of peak staff load for the 56 projects is

shown in Fig. 7. The median value is six staff at peak time,

although some projects had a peak of 80 staff and some as

low as one staff working on them.
In Fig. 8, we can see the variation in the two measures of

process capability. For D2 (Quantitative Process Manage-

ment), there is little variation. If we only consider the

projects that assessed the SRA process along that dimen-

sion, the maximum obtained value was 10, which is exacty

half the maximum possible value. The median is 4. This

indicates that very few projects actually achieve high

capability along the D2 dimension.
The minimum score of 6 on D1 (Process Implementation)

is indicative of the fact that all projects did perform the SRA

activities that were defined earlier to some level (i.e., none

received the ªNot Achievedº rating on the Performance

attribute). Also, the maximum value of 20 indicates that

there were some projects that met all of the requirements of

the ªProcess Implementationº dimension for the SRA

process.
Fig. 9 shows the variation along the D1 dimension for

the two sizes that were considered in our study. While the

min-max ranges are the same, larger OUs tend to have
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Fig. 4. Business sector of all organizations that took part in SPICE Trials Phase 2 assessments (n � 44).
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higher capability than small OUs, although the difference

is not marked.

5.2 Reliability of the SRA Process Capability
Measure

The Cronbach alpha coefficient for the ªProcess Implemen-

tationº variable was found to be 0.84 when evaluated on

only the SRA process. For the purposes of our study, this

can be considered sufficiently large [62].19

5.3 Affects of SRA Process Capability

Table 11 shows the results for small organizations and

Table 12 for large organizations. The tables show the Q̂

coefficient and its standard error for each imputed

complete data set. The combined results include the

average correlation coefficient across the complete data

sets (�r) and the average Q̂ coefficient ( �Q) and its multiply

imputed standard error
����
T
p

.
From Table 11, we can see that none of the �r values reach

a value of 0.3, although the value of the REQUIREMENTS

dependent variable does approach this threshold. We

therefore conclude that there is no evidence suggesting

that increases in ªProcess Implementationº for the SRA

process is related to any of our project performance

measures.
For large organizations, we can see from Table 12 that the

value for the PRODUCTIVITY and MORALE dependent

variables are both above our threshold 0.3. We therefore

proceed to statistical testing. Since we set the overall alpha

level at 0.1, we test each Q̂ coefficient at the Bonferroni

adjusted alpha level of 0.05. For this we found that only the

PRODUCTIVITY dependent variable was significantly

related with the ªProcess Implementationº capability of

the SRA process. This means that improvements in SRA

process capability are associated with a reduction in the cost

of software projects. This can be interpreted to be

attributable to less rework during later phases of the project.
Not finding a relationship with BUDGET and

SCHEDULE is perhaps not surprising. Ability to meet

schedule and budget commitments depends on making

realistic commitments to start off with. The capability of

the SRA process by itself will not ensure that commit-

ments are realistic. Other factors, such as the quality of

cost and schedule estimation practices, for example, will

have a substantial impact on BUDGET and SCHEDULE.

Therefore, SRA process capability by itself is not

sufficient to explain much variation in these two

dependent variables.
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Fig. 5. Business sector of all organizations that assessed the requirements engineering process (n � 29).

19. Nunnally and Bernstein [62] recommend that a coefficient of 0:8 is a
minimal threshold for applied research settings and a minimal threshold of
0:7 for basic research settings.
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The lack of relationship with customer satisfaction

follows from not finding a relationship with some of the

other variables. For example, if organizations that have a

high SRA process capability still do not meet budget and

schedule commitments and do not satisfy specified require-

ments then it is not surprising that this will also not result in

greater customer satisfaction.
Inability to find a relationship with satisfaction of

requirements may be a consequence of this outcome being

influenced by other factors later in the life cycle. For

example, if a project's verification processes are weak, then

there will be no feedback to the project on the extent to

which requirements have been satisfied. Therefore, SRA

process capability may be an insufficient condition for

ensuring requirements satisfaction.
Even though MORALE has a strong relationship with

SRA process capability, it does not attain statistical

significance. One would expect that better ability to manage

requirements and reduce rework would result in improved

staff morale and job satisfaction. The fact that it does not

may be due to a number of reasons:

. The Bonferroni procedure is conservative.

. Job satisfaction and morale will likely be affected by
a multitude of other variables, some of which are
unrelated to processes at all (for example, compen-
sation and working environment). Furthermore, it
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Fig. 7. Variation in the peak staff load for the assessed projects. Note that this is different from the number of IT staff in the whole of the OU.

Fig. 6. Variation in the number of projects that were assessed in each OU.
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can be argued that improved process capability on a
single process will be less influential if capability on
other processes is weak.

Our results indicate that increased process capability on

the SRA process is related to a reduction in project costs for

large software organizations. This result by itself is

encouraging since data collected by SPR indicate that 100

percent of top management consider the reduction in

software development costs as one of their goals [37]. In

another survey by the Meta Group, increasing productivity

was ranked higher than project management, improving

software quality, and the implementation of metrics, and is

ranked as the seventh top management priority in the

United States [75]. To our knowledge, this is the first study

to evaluate the predictive validity of the SRA process

capability using an internationally standardized measure of

capability.
In addition to this particular result, we can tentatively

draw a number of conclusions:
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Fig. 9. The variation in the D1 dimension for the different OU sizes that were considered in our study (IT staff). In total, there were 22 projects in

ªsmallº organizations and 34 projects in ªlargeº organizations.

Fig. 8. Variation in the measures of the two dimensions of process capability (denoted D1 and D2). For the second dimension, it is assumed that
processes that were not rated would receive a rating of N (Not Achieved) if they would have been rated. This was done to ensure that the sample
size for both dimensions was the same. Note that it is common practice not to rate the higher levels if there is strong a priori belief that the ratings will
be N.
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. Evaluation of predictive validity of individual
processes is more informative than the evaluation
of aggregate measures of capability (i.e., aggregating
across many processes). This point was made in the
past [26], with the argument being that the capability
of an individual process is likely not to be related
with all project performance measures. This was
certainly true in our case.

. There seems to be a substantial difference between
the effects of SRA process capability on project
performance for small and large organizations. Our
study found that SRA process capability was not
related to any project performance measures for
small organizations.

5.4 Limitations

One potential limitation of our results concerns their

generalizability. Specifically, the extent to which our

findings can be generalized to assessments that are not

based on the emerging ISO/IEC 15504 International

Standard. The emerging ISO/IEC 15504 International

Standard defines requirements on assessments. Assess-

ments that satisfy the requirements are claimed to be

compliant. Based on public statements that have been
made thus far, it is expected that some of the more
popular assessment models and methods will be con-
sistent with the emerging ISO/IEC 15504 International
Standard. For example, Bootstrap version 3.0 claims
compliance with ISO/IEC 15504 [3] and the future CMMI
product suite is expected to be consistent and compatible
[83]. The assessments from which we obtained our data
are also considered to be compliant. The extent to which
our results, obtained from a subset of compliant assess-
ments, can be generalized to all compliant assessments is
an empirical question and can be investigated through
replications of our study. The logic of replications leading
to generalizable results is presented in [56].

Another limitation of our study is that the hypothesized
model that we tested did not account for all possible factors
that may have an impact on performance. Future work
should extend this model accordingly.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented an empirical study that
evaluated the predictive validity of the ISO/IEC 15504
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TABLE 12
Repeated Imputation Results and Combined Results for Large Organizations

TABLE 11
Repeated Imputation Results and Combined Results for Small Organizations
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measure of software requirements analysis process cap-
ability. Predictive validity is a basic premise of all
software process assessments that produce quantitative
results. We first demonstrated that no previous studies
have evaluated the predictive validity of this process and
then described our study in detail. Our results indicate
that higher SRA process capability is related to increased
productivity in software projects for large organizations.
No evidence of predictive validity was found for small
organizations.

The results indicate that improving the SRA process may
potentially lead to improvements in the productivity of
software projects in large organizations. It is by no means
claimed that SRA process capability is the only factor that is
associated with productivity. Only that a relatively strong
association has been found during our study, suggesting
that the SRA process ought to be considered as a target
process for assessment and improvement if the objective of
the organization is to improve its productivity.

It is important to emphasize that studies such as this
ought to be replicated to provide further confirmatory
evidence as to the predictive validity of SRA process
capability. It is known in scientific pursuits that there exists
a ªfile drawer problemº [68]. This problem occurs when
there is a reluctance by journal editors to publish and,
hence, a reluctance by researchers to submit research results
that do not show statistically significant relationships. One
can even claim that, with the large vested interest in the
software process assessment community, reports that do
not demonstrate the efficacy of a particular approach or
model may be buried and not submitted for publication.
Therefore, published works are considered to be a biased
sample of the predictive validity studies that are actually
conducted. However, by combining the results from a large
number of replications that show significant relationships,
one can assess the number of studies showing no significant
relationships that would have to be published before our
overall conclusion of there being a significant relationship is
put into doubt [68]. This assessment would allow the
community to place realistic confidence in the results of
published predictive validity studies.

Future work should focus on evaluating other processes
defined in ISO/IEC 15504. Given that ISO/IEC 15504 is in
the final stages of becoming a full international standard,
the existence of evidence to support its use would give the
software engineering community confidence in its usage.
Furthermore, improvements in the measurement of vari-
ables would help strengthen the conclusions that can be
drawn from validation studies. For example, by considering
actual defect density and productivity values rather than
values obtained through questionnaires.

APPENDIX A

MULTIPLE IMPUTATION METHOD

In this appendix, we describe the approach that we used for
imputing missing values on the performance variable and
also how we operationalize it in our specific study. It should
be noted that, to our knowledge, multiple imputation
techniques have not been employed thus far in software

engineering empirical research, where the common practice
has been to ignore observations with missing values.

A.1 NOTATION

We first present some notation to facilitate explaining the
imputation method. Let the raw data matrix have i rows
(indexing the cases) and j columns (indexing the variables),
where i � 1 . . .n and j � 1 . . . q. Some of the cells in this
matrix may be unobserved (i.e., missing values). We
assume that there is only one outcome variable of interest
for imputation (this is also the context of our study since we
deal with each dependent variable seperately), and let yi
denote its value for the ith case. Let Y � �Ymis; Yobs�, where
Ymis denotes the missing values and Yobs denotes the
observed values on that variable. Furthermore, let X be a
scaler or vector of covariates that are fully observed for
every i. These may be background variables, which in our
case were the size of an organization in IT staff and whether
the organization was ISO 9001 registered, and other
covariates that are related to the outcome variable which,
in our case, was the process capability measure (i.e.,
ªprocess implementationº as defined in the main body of
the text).

Let the parameter of interest in the study be denoted by

Q. We assume that Q is scalar since this is congruent with

our context. For example, let Q be a regression coefficient.

We wish to estimate: Q
_

with associated variance U from our

sample.

A.2 Ignorable Models

Models underlying the method of imputation can be
classified as assuming that the reasons for the missing data
are either ignorable or nonignorable. Rubin [70] defines this
formally. However, here it will suffice to convey the
concepts, following [71].

Ignorable reasons for the missing data imply that a
nonrespondent is only randomly different from a respon-
dent with the same value of X. Nonignorable reasons for
missing data imply that, even though respondents and
nonrespondents have the same value of X, there will be a
systematic difference in their values of Y . An example of a
nonignorable response mechanism in the context of process
assessments that use a model such as that of ISO/IEC 15504
is when organizations assess a particular process because it
is perceived to be weak and important for their business. In
such a case, processes for which there are capability ratings
are likely to have lower capability than other processes that
are not assessed.

In general, most imputation methods assume ignorable
nonresponse [78] (although, it is possible to perform, for
example, multiple imputation, with a nonignorable non-
response mechanism). In the analysis presented in this
report, there is no a priori reason to suspect that
respondents and nonrespondents will differ systematically
in the values of the outcome variable and, therefore, we
assume ignorable nonresponse.

A.3 Overall Multiple Imputation Process

The overall multiple imputation process is shown in Fig. 10.
Each of these tasks is described below. It should be noted
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that the description of these tasks is done from a Bayesian
perspective.

A.4 Modeling Task

The objective of the modeling task is to specify a model

fY Xj Yi Xi; �Y Xj
��ÿ �

using the observed data only, where �Y Xj are the model

parameters. For example, consider the situation where we

define an ordinary least squares regression model that is

constructed using the observed values of Y and the

predictor variables are the covariates X, then

�Y Xj � ��; �2�
are the vector of the regression parameters and the variance

of the error term, respectively. This model is used to impute

the missing values. In our case, we used an implicit model

that is based on the hot-deck method. This is described

further below.

A.5 Estimation Task

We define the posterior distribution of � as20 Pr � X; Yobsj� �.
However, the only function of � that is needed for the

imputation task is �Y Xj . Therefore, during the estimation
task, we draw repeated values of �Y Xj from its posterior
distribution Pr �Y Xj X;Yobsjÿ �

. Let's call a drawn value ��Y Xj .

A.6 Imputation Task

The posterior predictive distribution of the missing data
given the observed data is defined by the following result:

Pr Ymis X; Yobsj� � �
Z

Pr Ymis X; Yobs; �j� �Pr � X; Yobsj� �d�:
�10�

We therefore draw a value of Ymis from its conditional

posterior distribution given ��Y Xj . For example, we can

draw ��Y Xj � ���; ��2� and compute the missing yi from

f�yijxi; ��Y jX�. This is the value that is imputed. This

process is repeated M times.

A.7 Analysis Task

For each of the M complete data sets, we can calculate the
value of Q. This provides us with the complete-data
posterior distribution of Q : Pr Q X; Yobs; Ymisj� �.
A.8 Combination Task

The basic result provided by Rubin [70] is:

Pr Q X; Yobsj� � �
Z

Pr Q X; Yobs; Ymisj� �Pr Ymis X; Yobsj� �dYmis:
�11�

This result states that the actual posterior distribution of Q
is equal to the average over the repeated imputations. Based
on this result, a number of inferential procedures are
defined. The repeated imputation estimate of Q is:

�Q �
XQ

_

m

M
; �12�

which is the mean value across the M analyses that are
performed.

The variability associated with this estimate has two
components. First, there is the within-imputation variance:

�U �
XUm

M
�13�

and, second, the between imputation variance:

B �
P

Q
_

m ÿ �Q
� �2

M ÿ 1
: �14�

The total variability associated with �Q is therefore:

T � �U � 1�Mÿ1
ÿ �

B: �15�
In the case where Q is scaler, the following approximation
can be made:

Qÿ �Q
ÿ �����

T
p � tv; �16�

where tv is a t distribution with v degrees of freedom where:

v � M ÿ 1� � 1� rÿ1
ÿ �2 �17�
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Fig. 10. Schematic showing the tasks involved in multiple imputation.

20. We use the notation Pr��� to denote a probability density.
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and

r � 1�Mÿ1� �B
�U

: �18�

If one wants to test the null hypothesis that H0 : Q � 0, then
the following value can be referred to a t distribution with v
degrees of freedom:

�Q����
T
p : �19�

A.9 Hot-Deck Imputation: Overview

We will first start by presenting the hot-deck imputation
procedure in general, then show the particular form of
the procedure that we use in our analysis and how this is
incorporated into the multiple imputation process pre-
sented above.

Hot-deck procedures are used to impute missing values.
They are a duplication approach whereby a recipient with a
missing value receives a value from a donor with an
observed value [29]. Therefore, the donor's value is
duplicated for each recipient. As can be imagined, this
procedure can be operationalized in a number of different
ways.

A basic approach for operationalizing this is to sample
from the nobs observed values and use these to impute the
nmis missing values [58], where n � nmis � nobs. A simple
sampling scheme could follow a multinomial model with
sample size nmis and probabilities:

1=nobs; . . . ; 1=nobs

� �
:

It is more common, however, to use the X covariates to
perform a poststratification. In such a case, the covariates
are used to construct C disjoint classes of observations such
that the observations within each class are as homogeneous
as possible. This also has the advantage of further reducing
nonresponse bias.

For example, if X consists of two binary vectors, then
we have four possible disjoint classes. Within each class,
there will be some observations with Y observed and
some with Y missing. For each of the missing values, we
can randomly select an observed Y value and use it for
imputation. This may result in the same observation
serving as a donor more than once [77]. Here, it is
assumed that, within each class, the respondents follow
the same distribution as the nonrespondents.

A.10 Metric-Matching Hot-Deck

It is not necessary that the X covariates be categorical. They
can be continuous or a mixture of continuous and
categorical variables. In such a case, a distance function is
defined and the l nearest observations with the Y value
observed serve as the donor pool [77].

An allied area where such metric-matching has received
attention is the construction of matched samples in
observational studies [67]. This is particularly relevant to
our case because we cannot ensure, in general, that all the
covariates that will be used in all analyses will be
categorical. For the sake of brevity, we will only focus on
the particular metric-matching technique that we employ.

A.11 Response Propensity Matching

In many observational studies21 (see [12]), a relatively small

group of subjects is exposed to a treatment and there exists

a larger group of unexposed subjects. Matching is then

performed to identify unexposed subjects who serve as a

control group. This is done to ensure that the treatment and

control groups are both similar in background variables

measured on all subjects.
Let the variable Ri denote whether a subject i was

exposed (Ri � 1) or unexposed (Ri � 0) to the treatment.

Define the propensity score, e X� �, as the conditional

probability of exposure given the covariates (i.e.,

e X� � � Pr R � 1 Xj� ��. Rosenbaum and Rubin [66] prove

some properties of the propensity score that are relevant

for us.
First, they show that the distribution of X is the same

for all exposed and unexposed subjects within strata with

constant values of e X� �. Exact matching will therefore

tend to balance the X distributions for both groups.

Furthermore, they also show that the distribution of the

outcome variable Y is the same for exposed and

unexposed subjects with the same value of e X� � (or

within strata of constant e X� �).
David et al., [15] adopt these results to the context of

dealing with nonresponse in surveys. We can extrapolate

and let Ri � 1 indicate that there was a response on Y

for observation i and that Ri � 0 indicates nonresponse.

Hence, we are dealing with response propensity as

opposed to exposure propensity. We shall denote

response propensity with p X� �. It then follows that,

under ignorable nonresponse, if we can define strata with

constant p X� �, then the distribution of X and Y are the

same for both respondents and nonrespondents within

each stratum.
To operationalize this, we need to address two issues.

First, we need to estimate p X� �. Second, it is unlikely that

we would be able to define sufficiently large strata where

p X� � is constant, and therefore we need to approximate this.
If we take the response indicator R to be a Bernoulli

random variable independently distributed across observa-

tions, then we can define a logistic regression model [39]:

p X� � � e �0��1X1������qÿ1Xqÿ1� �
1� e �0��1X1������qÿ1Xqÿ1� � :

This will provide us with an estimate of response

propensity for respondents and nonrespondents.
We can then group the estimated response propensity

into C intervals, with bounding values 0; p1p2; . . . ; pCÿ1; 1.

Strata can then be formed with observation i in stratum c

if pcÿ1 < pi < pc with c � 1 . . .C. Therefore, we have

constructed strata with approximately constant values of

response propensity. In our application, we set C � 5,

dividing the estimated response propensity score using

quintiles.
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21. These are studies where there is not a random assignment of subjects
to treatments. For example, in the case of studying the relationship between
exposure to cigarette smoke and cancer, it is not possible to deliberately
expose some subjects to smoke.
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A.12 An Improper Hot-Deck Imputation Method

Now that we have constructed homogeneous strata, we

can operationalize the metric-matching hot-deck imputa-

tion procedure by sampling with equal probability from

the respondents within each stratum and use the drawn

values to impute the nonrespondent values in the same

stratum. However, doing so, we do not draw � from its

posterior distribution and then draw Ymis from its

posterior conditional distribution given the drawn value

of �. Such a procedure would be improper and

therefore some alternatives are considered, namely the

approximate Bayesian bootstrap.

A.13 The Approximate Bayesian Bootstrap

A proper imputation approach that has been proposed is

the Approximate Bayesian Bootstrap (ABB) (see [72], [73]).

This is an approximation of the Bayesian Bootstrap [69] that

is easier to implement. The procedure for the ABB is, for

each stratum, to draw with replacement zobs Y values,

where zobs is the number of observed Y values in the

stratum. Then, draw from that zmis Y values with replace-

ment, where zmis is the number of observations with

missing values in the stratum. The latter draws are then

used to impute the missing values within the stratum. The

drawing of zmis missing values from a possible sample of

zobs values, rather than from the actual observed values,

generates the appropriate between-imputation variability.

This is repeated M times to generate multiple imputations.

A.14 Summary

The procedure that we have described implements multi-

ple-imputation through the hot-deck method. It consists of

constructing a response propensity model followed by an

Approximate Bayesian Bootstrap.

This procedure is general and can be applied to

impute missing values that are continuous or categorical.

We have described it here in the context of univariate Y ,

but it is generally applicable to multivariate Y (see [70]

for a detailed discussion of multiple-imputation for

multivariate Y ).
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